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Orthogonal polynomials in two variables which are eigenfunctions 
of two independent differential operators, II*) 
by 
T.H. Koornwinder 
Abstract 
Let the region S = {(x,y) I µ(x+iy,x-iy) > O} 
be the interior of Steiner's hypocycloid, where µ(z,~) = - z2z2 + 4z3 
+ 4z3 - 18zz +-27. For each real a> - 5/6 an orthogonal system of po1y-
. 1 a -nom1.a p ez,z) ' m,n m, n ~ 0, can be defined on this region S such that 
a m_n p .(z,z) - z z has degree less than m + n and 
m,n 
ff pa (z,z) q(z,z)(µ(z,z))adx dy = 0 m,n 
s 
for ea~-h polynomial q of degree less than m + n. If z = i(s+t//3) 
i(-s+t/v'3) -2it/i3 t' · • ½ 
. + e + e nen, 1.n terms of s and t ,. the functions p -
m,n 
andµ½ p!-l, n-l are the regular eigenfunctions pf the operator 
a2/as2 + a2/at2 which remain invariant or change sign, respectively, 
under the reflections in the edges of a certain equilateral triangle. 
Two explicit partial differential operators D~ and D~ in z 
orders two and three, respectively, are obtained such that 
ais P:,n are eigenfunctions of D~ and D~. The operators D~ 
and 
the 
and 
z of 
polynomi-
Da 
2 
connnute and are algebraically independent, and they generate the algebra 
of all differential operators for which the polynomials pa are eigen-
a. m,n 
functions. If a= 0, 3/2 or 7/2 then the operator D1 expressed in terms 
of sand tis the radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator oncer-
tain compact Riemannian symmetric spaces of rank two. 
*) This paper is not for review; it is meant for publication in a journal. 

I. Introduction 
This paper deals with orthogonal polynomials in two variables on a 
region bounded by a closed three-cusped algebraic curve of fourth degree 
which is known as Steiner's hypocycloid. The weight function is some 
power of the fourth degree polynomial which vanishes on this curve. The 
main result in this paper is the construction of two algebraically inde-
pendent partial differential operators of orders two and three, respec-
tively, for which these orthogonal polynomials are eigenfunctions. Because 
of the existence of such operators these polynomials can be considered as 
a generalization of the classical orthogonal polynomials in one variable. 
Another generalization of this type was studied in the author's 
previous paper [6], which dealt with orthogonal polynomials on a region 
bounded by two lines and a parabola touching these lines. The main dif-
ference between these two classes of polynomials is the method of orthog-
n-k k 
onalization. In [6] we orthogonalized the sequence u v, n ~ k ~ O, 
arranged by the lexicographic ordering of the pairs (n,k). In the present 
paper, if z = x+iy;z = x-iy 
m...n 
such that p (z,z)-z z has 
m,n 
then the polynomial p (z,z) is defined 
m,n 
degree less than m + n and p is orthog-
m,n 
onal to all polynomials of degree less than m + n. Thus the polynomials 
Pm,n; m + n = N, form a basis for the class of all orthogonal polynomials 
of degree N. For the specia'i region and class of weight functions consid-
ered here it can be proved that this is an orthogonal basis. 
A speicial case of the orthogonal polynomials studied in [6] can be 
obtained by considering the functions cos ns cos kt+ cos ks cos nt, which 
are eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator satisfying certain symmetry 
relations. Expressed in the variables u = cos s +cost, v = cos s cost, 
these functions are orthogonal polynomials with respect to the weight 
-1 -1 2 -1 
function (1-u+v) 2 (l+u+v) 2 (u -4v) 2 • Similarly, the point of departure 
of the present paper are the regular eigenfunctions of a2/as 2 + a2/at2 
which are invariant under the reflections in the edges of some equilateral 
triangle. Let the interior of this triangle be denoted by R. After a 
suitable linear transformation (s,t)-+ (a,,) these eigenfunctions can be 
i(ka + 1T) . 
expressed as sums of at most six distinct terms e , k, 1 integers, 
and they constitue a complete orthogonal system on.the region R. This is 
2 
discussed in §2. 
The two non-constant eigenfunctions corresponding to the largest 
. . icr -iT i(-cr+T) 
eigenvalue are the functions z = e + e + e and its complex 
conjugate z. If z = x + iy then the mapping (s,t) ➔ (x,y) is bijective 
from R onto a region bounded by Steiner's hypocycloid. This last region 
will be denoted by S. In terms of z and z, the eigenfunctions of 
·a2;as2 + a2/at2 satisfying the symmetry relations mentioned above are 
polynomials for which the term of highest degree takes the form zmzn. 
These polyno1nials are orthogonal on the region S with respect to the 
-1 
weight function (µ(z,z)) 2 , where µ(z,z) is a fourth degree polynomial 
such that µ(:1:,z) > 0 on S and µ(z,z) = 0 on as. These results are con-
tained in §3 .. It is also shown there that orthogonal polynomials on S with 
! 
respect to the weight function (µ(z,z)) 2 are related to the eigenfunctions 
of a2/as 2 + a2/at2 which change sign under the reflections in the edges of 
R. 
Because of the previous considerations the region S, the weight 
- a function (µ(z,z)) and the method of orthogonalization described earlier 
are quite natural for the definition of a class of orthogonal polynomials. 
For reasons of convergence let a> - 5/6. Then pa (z,z) is defined as a 
m,n 
polynomial such that pa (z,z) - zmzn has degree less than m + n and 
m,n 
ff pa (z,z) q (z,z) (µ(z,z))a dx dy = 0 for each polynomial q of degree m,n 
s 
a less than m + n. Some simple properties of the polynomials Pm,n are given 
in §4. It is also pointed out in this section that the so-called disk po-
lymonials provide a more elementary example of the method of orthogonal-
ization used for the polynomials pa 
m,n 
a By the elementary interpretation of the functions Pm,n for a = ± ½ 
one easily obtains in this case differential operators D~ and D~ of orders 
two and three, respectively, for which the functions pa are eigenfunc-
m,n 
tions. For other values of a these operators can be generalized such that 
they are self-adjoint with respect to the weight function (µ(z,z))a. In 
§5 and §6 such operators D~ and D~, respectively, are constructed and it is 
Proved that for all a > ~ 5/6 the functions pa are e_igenfunctions of Do. m,n 1 
a 
and n2 • As a corollary it follows that 
ff a -a-· a Pm,n Pk,1 µ dx dy = 0 if (m,n) I (k,l), m + n = k + 1. In [6, §5] a 
s 
3 
partial differential operator n2 of fourth order was obtained as the prod-
+ - + 
uct D D of two second order operators D and D . Although the corre-
sponding operator D~ considered here has lower order, it cannot be fac-
torized. For this reason its construction is more complicated. 
For ceirtain values of a the operator D~ expressed in terms of ·s and 
tis the radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on certain compact 
Riemannian symmetric spaces of rank two. Hence it is reasonable to expect 
that for such a the functions pa are spherical functions and the 
m,n 
operator D~ is the radial part of some invariant differential operator on 
the corresponding symmetric space. However, this will not be proved her. 
This paper concludes in §7 with a discussion of the algebra of all 
partial differential operators for which the polynomials pa are eigen-
m,n 
functions. It is proved that each differential operator of this kind can 
be expressed in one and only one way as a polynomial in D~ and D~. 
If all calculations in this paper would be done in a straightforward 
way then they would be quite long and tedious. In many cases it is indi-
cated how a considerable gain in time apd effort can be made by exploiting 
the symmetries in the formulas. It should be clear to the reader that due 
to the symmetry of the region this is a very charming class of orthog-
onal polynomials which can be studied in an elegant way. 
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2. Eigenfunctions of the Laplace opetatot which satisfy cettain 
synnnetry relations 
Consider a regular tessellation of the Euclidean plane by equilat-
eral triangles (cf. Fig.I). 
Fig. 1 
Let G be the group of isometries which is generated by the reflections in 
in the edges of these triangles. Let R be a region bounded by one of these 
triangles, say, with vertices O =(O,O), A1 = (n, - n//3), A2 = (n,n //3). 
5 
Let J 1, J 2 and J 3 denote the reflections in the edges OAP OA2 and A1 A2 , 
respectively, of R. Observe that the isometries J 2 J 3 J 2 J 1, J 1 J 3 J 1 J 2 
and J 1 J 2 J 1 J 3 are the translations by the vectors v 1 = (11, 11/.f), 
v 2 = (11 , - 11 /1) and v 3 = (-2rr ,0), respectively (cf.Fig. 1). It follows 
easily that the reflections J 1, J 2 and J 3 generate the group G. Alterna-
tively, the translations by v 1 and v2 and the reflections J 1 and J 2 gen-
erate G. Let H be the region bounded by the regular hexagon 
A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 (cf. Fig. 1). The translations by v 1 and v 2 generate 
a translation group for which His a fundamental region. The encircled 
points in Fig. 1 are the midpoints of the hexagons obtained by trans-
lation of H. The reflections J 1 and J 2 generate a transformation group of 
the region H for which Risa fundamental region. Hence Risa funda-
mental region for the group G. 
In order to facilitate computations we transform the Euclidean co-
ordinates s,t into new coordinates o~ defined by 
(2. 1) a= s + t/i'J T = S - t/f3 
Note that i:n terms of these new coordinates v 1 = (21r,O) and v 2 = (0,2 11). 
The reflections J 1 ,J2 ,J3 can be expressed by 
(2.2) JI (o,T) = (-o+T 
J 2 (o,T) = (o,o-T) 
J 3 (o,T) = (211-T 
T) 
Let the mapping T : JR.2 + JR.2 be a bijection. For each function f on 
2 -1 R let the function Tf be defined by (Tf) (o,T) = f(T (o,T)). If Xis a 
partial differential operator in o and T of order rand if the mapping T 
is of class Cr, then let the operator dT(X) be defined such that 
-1 r 2 (dT(X))f = T(X(T f)) for each C - function f onJR. 
In the following definition p(T) denotes the Jacobian determinant of 
an isometry T, so p (T) = ±1. 
DEFINITION 2. 1. The function f(o,T) is called invariant (with respect to 
6 
the group G) if Tf = f for each T € G. The function f(o,T) is called anti-
invariant (with respect to G) if Tf =p (T)f for each T € G. The partial 
differential operator X in a and Tis called invariant or anti-invariant 
(with respect to G) if dT(X) = X or dT(X) = p(T)X, respectively, for each 
T € G. 
LEMMA 2.2. The function f is invariant if and only if f is 2n - periodic 
in a and T and J f = f = J f. 1 2 The function f is anti-invariant if and only 
if f is 2,r - periodic in a and T and J 1f = - f = Jl· 
This lemma is proved by using that the translations by v 1 and v2 and 
the reflections J 1 and J 2 generate the group G. 
+ -LEMMA 2.3. Let the operators P and P be defined by 
(2.3) + 1 (P-f)(o,T) = 6 [f(o,T) ± f(o,o-T) + f(-o+T,-o) ± f(-T,-o) 
+ f(-T,0-1) ± f(-o+T,T)]. 
Then the operators P+ and P- are projections from the class of 21r -peri-
odic functions in a and Tonto the class of invariant, respectively anti-
invariant functions. 
Proof. By (2.2) and (2.3) we·have 
The lemma follows from Lemma 2.2 by using that J~ = id. 
J1J2Jl = J2JIJ2. 
= J 2 and 2 Q.e.d. 
Let 6 = a2/as 2 + a2/at2 be the Laplace operator. Clearly this oper-
ator is invariant. In terms of a and Tit is expressed by 
(2.5) 6 = 4 a2 (-
3 aa2 
2 
+ _a_ + 
aT2 
+ THEOREM 2.4. Let the functions e , m,n ~ 0, and e , m,n ~ 1, be de-
m,n m,n 
fined by 
± (· ) _ i(mcr+nT) + i((m+n)cr-nT) i(-(m+n)cr+mT) 
e cr,T - e . _ e + e 
m,n 
+ i(-ncr-mT) i(ncr-(m+n)T) + i(-mcr+(m+n)T) . 0 
_ e + e _ e if m,n > , 
+ imcr -imT i(-mcr+m.T) if m > 0 (2.6) e 0 (cr,T) = e + e + e 
. ' m, 
+ -incr inT + ei(ncr-n.) if n > 0 e0 (O,T) = e + e 
' ,n 
+ 
e0 , 0(cr,T) = I. 
Then the functions 
ant. Both systems 
eigenfunctions of 
+ 
e and e are invariant, respectively anti-invari-
m,n m,n 
(2. 7) 
+ -{e } and {e } are complete orthogonal systems of 
m,n m,n 
A on the region Rand 
+ Ae- = -
m,n 
4 2 2 3 (m + n + mn) + e- • m,n 
Proof. Let for arbitrary integers m,n f (cr,T) i(mcr + nT) It follows = e • 
+ m,n + P+f + by (2.3) and (2.6) that p-f = 6 e- if m,n > 0 
' 
= 3 e 
m,n m,n m,O m,O 
P+f + if + + P-f if m if m > 0 
' 
= 3 e n > 0 
' 
P fo,o = eO,O' = 0 = 0 O,n O,n m,n 
+ 
or n = O. Thus the invarianc~ of the functions e and the anti-invari-
m,n 
ance of the functions e follows from Lemma 2.3. rormula (2.7) is ob-
m,n 
tained from (2.4) by using that Af = - (4/3)(m2 + n2 + mn) f and 
m,n m,n 
that dJ 1(A) =A= dJ2 (6). Next we have to prove the orthogonality and 
7 
the completeness of the systems {e+ } 
m,n 
and {e }. Observe that each func-
m,n 
g+ and an anti-invariant extension tion g on R has an invariant extension 
- 2 g tolR and that these extensions are unique except on a set of measure 
zero. Let us denote by H the Hilbert space of 2.1T - periodic functions in 
cr and T which are square integrable on the hexagonal region H. Then the 
• + "d "f" h ·1 2() . H+ f mapping g + g i enti ies t e Hibert space L R with the subspace o 
H consisting of the invariant L2 - functions on H. Similarly, the mapping 
g + g- identifies L2(R) with the subspace H- of H consisting of the anti-
invariant L2 - functions on H. Since for arbitrary f,g EH 
8 
ff . ·+ ff + (P±g) <rf)g do dT = 6 (P-f) do dT 
H R 
= ff + f(P-g) do dT 
H 
-it follows that the projections P+:H + H+ and P-:H + H are self-adjoint. 
Let for m,n ~OH be the subspace of H spanned by the functions f , 
m,n m,n 
J2f ' J2Jl f ' J2JIJ2f ' m,n m,n m,n JIJ2f m,n 
tions Tf , TE G. It follows 
m,n 
by (2.2) 
'Jlf m,n , i.e., by all func-
that H is spanned by the func-
m,n 
tions f , f , f 
m,n m+n, - n • f ' f - m - n,m - n, -m n, - m - n 
f . Hence each functio_n fk,l' k,1 int_egers, is contained in one 
- m, m + n 
and ·only once class H , m,n ~ O. The functions fk 1 , k,1 integers, form m,n , 
an orthogonal basis for H. So we have the orthogonal decompositions 
00 00 00 
H = l E& 
m,n=O 
H , H+ = 
m,n 
I E9 
m,n=O 
I E& 
m,n=O 
+ + By (2.4) PH is spanned by Pf + = canst. e witn non-zero constant, 
m,n m,n m,n 
e if m.n ~ 1 and P-H = {O} if 
m,n m,n 
m = 0 or n = O. This proves the orthogonality and the completeness of the 
systems {e+ } and {e- }: Q.e.d. 
m,n m,n 
A function g(o,T) which is a finite linear combination of the func-
i(ko+lT) . tions e , k,l integers, will be called a trigonometric polynomial 
+ in o and T. The functions e and e , defined by (2.6), are clearly 
m,n m,n + _ 
trigonometric. polynomials in o and 't. Note that both e and e are 
i(ko+lT) m,n m,n 
expressed by a sum l ck,l e , such that cm,n = 1 and ck,l = 0 if 
k,1 ~ 0 and (k,1) f, (m,n). This property is applied in the following useful 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5 Let g(O,T) = I i(mo+nT) . . polynomial. C e be a trigonometric m,n 
Then g = I I + if g invariant = I I C e 1S and g C e 
m ~ 0 n ~ 0 m,n m,n m ~ n ~ 1 m,n m,n 
9 
if g is anti-invariant. 
Proof. Let g be invariant. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.4 that 
g = P+g = l P+f = I I b + for certain coefficients C e m,n m,n m ~ 0 n ~ 0 m,n m,n 
l cm,n i(mcr+nT) I I b + (cr,T). b • Hence e = e m,n 
m ~ 0 n ~ 0 m,n m,n 
This implies that c = b if m,n ~ O. If g is anti-invariant then a 
m,n m,n 
similar proof can be given. Q.e.d. 
Let the lines A2 c1 , A1 c2 and oc3 bisect the angles of the trian-
gle OA 1A2 (cf. Fig. 1) and let 1 1, 12 and 13 denote the reflections in the 
lines A2 c1 , A1 c2 and oc3 , respectively. Then these reflections generate 
the group of isometries which map R onto itself. This group is isomorphic 
to the permutation group in three letters. It is also generated by the 
reflection 13 and by the rotation 12 11 = 13 12 = 1113 • Observe that 
I 1(cr,T) = (cr-T+2n/3,-T+4~/3), 
(2.8) I 2(cr,T) = (-cr+4rr/3,-cr+T+2n/3), 
I 3 (cr,T) = (T ,cr). 
It follows by inspection from (2.6) that 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
+ + 
e- (T,cr) 
m,n 
= ± e- (-cr -T) 
m,n ' 
+ 
= e- (cr,T) = 
n,m 
+ 
± e- (cr,T), 
m,n 
+ 
e- (-cr+T+2n/3,-cr+4n/3) 
m,n 
i(m-n) 2,r /3 + 
= e e- (o,L). 
m,n 
Let us introduce the first order differential operators 
10 
] 3- a a l .. a 2 ~) xi = (- - -- + ½13 at) -= - (- - -i 2 as i aa dT 
(2.]]) ] 3 a ½✓3 a!> ] (2 ~·+ ~) x:2 = (- - + =r i 2 dS aa oT 
Observe that 
(2.12) 
It follows from (2.2) and (2.8) that for each permutation (i,j,k) of 
( I , 2 , 3) we have 
{ dJ. (X.) = X. 
' 
dJ. (X.) = ~ ' dJ/~) = x. 
' (2.13) l, l, l, l, J J 
dI.(X.) = -x.' dl.(X.) = - ~,dli(~) = - X .• l, l, l, l, J J 
THEOREM 2.6. Let Q be a symmetric polynomial in three variables. Then 
(2.14) 
Proof. By the symmetry property of Q and by (2.13) the operator 
Q(X1,x2 ,x3 ) is invariant. Hence the function Q(X 1,x2 ,x3 )e:,n is invariant 
and the function Q(X 1,x2 ,x3 )em,n is anti-invariant. By (2.11) we have 
The theorem follows by using Lennna 2.5. 
(2.15) 
(2. I 6) 
Two particular cases of (2.14) are the differential equations 
Q.e.d. 
I I 
2 2 2 Note that 6 = - (2/9)(X1+x2+x;,. It follows from the lemma below that 
(2.15) and (2.16) generate all differential equations of type (2.14). 
LEMMA 2.7 Let D be an invariant differential operator in cr and T with 
constant coefficients. Then there exists a symmetric polynomial Qin three 
variables and a polynomial Pin two variables such that D .= Q(X1,x2,x3) 
2 2 2 
= P(X1+x2+x3 , x 1x2x3). The polynomial Pis uniquely determined by D. 
Proof. Clearly there is a unique polynomial Fin two variables such that 
D = F(X1,x2). By (2.13) and by the invariance of D it follows that 
D = (1/6) l F(X.,X.), where the summation runs over all permutations 
i J 
(i,j,k) of (1,2,3). Hence there exists a symmetric polynomial Q such that 
D = Q(X1,x2,x3).According to van der Waerden [9,§33] the symmetric poly-
nomial Q(X1,x2 ,x3) can be expressed as a polynomial in the three ele-
x3 , x 1x 2 + x2x3 + x3x 1 and mentary symmetric polynomials x 1 + x2 + 
2 
x1x2x3 . But x 1 + x2 + x3 = o , hence x1 
2 2 
+ x2 + x3 = - 2(XIX2+X2X3+X3Xl), 
so there exists a polynomial Pin two variables such that 
2 2 2 D = Q(X1 ,x2 ,x3) = P(X 1+x2+x3, x 1x2x3). In order to prove the uniqueness of 
2 2 2 P, suppose that P(X1+x2+x3 , x 1x2x3) = 0 and that the polynomial Pis non-
zero. Substituting x3 = - x 1 - x2 we obtain that P(2(X~+x;+x 1x2), 
2 2 lk-1 1 
-x 1x2-x 1x2) =O. The polynomial P(x,y) is a sum of terms ck,l(½x) 2 (-y) , 
where ½k and 1 are integers and ½k ~ 1 ~ 0. Among the pairs of integers 
(k,l) such that ck,l f O there is 
lexicographic ordering. Then c 
m,n 
2 2 
operator P(2(X 1+x2+x 1x2) 
2 
- x1x2 
a maximal element (m,n) with respect to 
is the coefficient of X~ X~ in the 
2 
- x 1x2) expressed as a polynomial 
in x 1 and x2 . Hence c m,n = O. This is a contradiction. Q.e.d. 
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3. A generalization of the Chebyshev·polynomials 
The classes of functions cos ns, n = 0,1,2, ••• , and sin ns, n 
= 1,2, ••• , are both complete orthogonal systems of eigenfunctions of the 
operator d2/ds2 on the interval (O,n). These functions satisfy the sym-
metry relations f(-s) = f(s) = f(2n-s) and f(-s) = - f(s) = f(2n-s), re-
spectively. Let the functions T and U be defined by the' identities 
n n 
T (cos s) = cos ns and U (cos s) = (sin(n+l)s)sin s. Then T (x) and U (x) 
n n n n 
are both polynomials of degree n, the so-called Chebyshev polynomials of 
the first and of the second kind, respectively. They satisfy the orthog-
onality relations 
} T (x)T (x)(l-x2)-idx = 0, m f n, and 
_ 1 m n 
l 2 i f U (x)U (x)(l-x) dx = 0, m f n. 
_1 m n 
+ -The functions e (o,T) and e (o,T) can be considered as gener-
m,n m,n 
alizations of the functions cos ns and sin ns, respectively. It will be 
+ -proved in this section that the functions e (o,.) and e +l +l(o,T)/ 
m,n m , n 
e~, 1(o,.) can be expressed as polynomials in e7, 0(o,T) and e~, 1(o,.) and 
that both classes of polynomials ?btained ~n this way are orthogonal $ys-
tems on a region bounded by Steiner's hypocycloid. These orthogonal sys-
tems are a natural generalization of the Chebyshev polynomials. 
Let us write 
z(o,T) + io -i. i(-O+T) = e 1, 0(o,.) = e + e + e ' (3. l) 
z(o,T) + -io iT + i(o-T) = e0 1(o,T) = e + e e • 
. ' 
Note that z(o,T) is the complex conjugate of z(o,.). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Q be a polynomial in two variables such that Q(z(o,.), 
z(o,.)) = 0 for all o, •• Then Q is the zero polynomial. 
Proof. Suppose that Q is non-zero and has degree N. Then we can write 
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t k 1 Q(u,v) = le. 1 ti v , where c r O for some pair (m,n), m + n = N. It K, m,n 
follows from (3.1) that c' is the coefficient of ei(mo+n,) in the trig-
m,n 
onometric polynomial Q(z(o,,), z(o,,)). Hence c = O. This is a contra-
m,n 
diction. Q.e.d. 
Using (2.6) and Lemma 2.5 we derive the recurrence relations 
+ + 
-A + - A + if m > 0 or n > 1 ' e = z e e e m+l ,n m-1, n+l m,n-1 m,n m n 
(3.2) + + A + + if m > e = z e e - A e 1 or n > 0, m,n+l m,n n m+l ,n-1 m m-1 ,n 
+ 
z z - 3 e 1, 1 = 
+ + 
where A = 1 if n r 1, A1 = 2, e 1 = 0 = e 1 • n m,- - ,n 
From now on 1r (z,z) will denote an arbitrary polynomial in z and z 
n 
of degree:;;; n. 
THEOREM 3.2. For each pair (m,n) of nonnegative integers there is a unique 
-1 
polynomial in two variables, denoted by p 2 , such that 
m,n 
(3.3) p-6 (z(o,.), z(a,,)) = 
m,n 
+ 
e (a,,). 
m,n 
Proof. The uniqueness part follows from Lemma 3.1. The existence part and 
the last statement of the theorem follow from (3.2) by using complete in-
duction with respect tom+ n. Q.e.d. 
By (2.9) there is the symmetry relation 
(3.4) p-6 (z,z) = p-l (z z). 
m,n n,m ' 
It can be derived from (3.2) that, for instance, 
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-i -Po,O(z,z) = 1 , -i pl ,O(z,z) = z , 
-½ 2 
- 2z -i zz - 3 P2, 0 (z,z) = z , Pl,l(z,z) = , 
-½ - 3 
- 3zz + 3 -i 2- 2-2 P3 , 0 (z,z) = z ,P2, 1(z,z) = z z - z - z 
' (3 • .5) 
-½ 4 4z2z + 2z2 + 4z P4 , 0 (z,z) = z -
' 
-½ - 3- 3 _2 2 5-p·3,l(z,z) = z z - zz - z + z 
-½ 2_2 2 3 z-3 4 -
- 3 P2, 2(z,z) = z z - z - z + zz . 
In a similar way as (3.2) one can derive the recurrence relations 
e = z e - e - e , m,n .!: 1 m+l ,n m,n m-1,n+l m,n-1 , 
(3.6) 
e = z e - e - e m,n ~ 1 m,n+l m,n m+l ,n-1 m-1 ,n , , 
where e = 0 if m = 0 or n = 0. 
m,n 
The following theorem can be proved in a similar way as Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. For each pair (m,n) of nonnegative integers there is a unique 
l 
polynomial in two variables, denoted by p 2 , such that 
mtn 
(3.7) 
Then 
(3.8) 
pl (z(cr,T), z(cr,T)) 
m,n 
-
em+ 1 , n+ 1 ( 0 ' T) 
= __ ....._~---
½ m_n -p (z,z) = z z + n + 1(z,z). m,n m n-
Again we have by (2.9) a symmetry relation 
½ Pm,n (z,z) = i Pn,m (z,z). 
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It can be derived from (3.6) that, for instance, 
l 
Po,o (z,z) = l 1, P1,0 (z,z) = z, 
(3.9) l (z,z) 2 - z, l (z,z) zz - 1 , P2,0 = z p 1, 1 = 
P!,o (z,z) = z3 - 2zz + 1, Pl,1 (z,z) = z2z - z2 - z. 
I 
LEMMA 3.4. Let the coordinate transformation (s,t) + (x,y) be defined by 
( 2. 1), (3. 1) and 
(3. 10) X = l (z+z), y = li (-z+z). 
Then the Jacobian determinant of this transformation equals 
(3. 11) a(x,y) = - (i/13) el,1 (a,.) 
a(s,t) 
= (8/13) sins sin (½s+½l3t) sin (½s-½13't), 
and it is non-zero on the region R. 
Proof. We have 
acx,yl = aca,.) acz,z) acx .. 2..z.> = 
o(s,t) a(s,t) o(a,.) o(z,z) 
The function o(z,z)/o(a,.) is anti-invariant and 
by (3.1) and Lemma 2.5. It follows from the explicit expression (2.6) of 
e 1, 1 that 
e~, 1(a,.) = - 8i sin(½a+½T) sin(a-½T) sin(-½a+.). 
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This proves (3.11). The zero lines of the function e 1, 1 are just the edges 
of the triangles in the tessellation of Fig. 1. Q.e.d. 
By the previous lemma the mapping (s,t) + (x,y) is a diffeomorphism 
from R onto a certain region Sin the (x,y) - plane and the boundary aR of 
R is mapped onto the boundary as of S. In terms of the coordinates cr,T the 
edges of the triangle aR have the parameter representations 
oA1 = {(9,29) I Os 9 s 2n/3}, 
A1A2 = {(9,2K-9) I 2n/3 s es 4n/3}, 
A20 = {(41T-29,2n-8) I 4n/3 s es 21T}, 
cf. Fig. 1. Hence, by (3.1), as has a parameter representation 
(3. 12) Z = X + iy ie -2i0 = 2 e + e o s e < 21r, 
where the images of O,A1and A2 correspond with the values 9 = 0, 21r/3, 
4n/3, respectively. It follows easily from (3.12) that if a circle of 
radius 1 rolls on the inside of a fixed circle of radius 3 then as is the 
orbit of a point on the smaller circle. The resulting curve (cf. Fig.2) 
has three cusps and it is known as Steiner's hypocyc"ioid, see for instance 
Loria [7, §§ 73, 74] and Hilton [4, Chap. 17, §§ 2,5]. Then Sis the re-
gion inside this curve. 
(-1 ,0) 
3 3 ~ ( - - - ->'3) 2' 2 
t y 
(3 ,0) X 
Fig. 2 
By elimination of 8 in (3.12) it can be shown that Steiner's hy-
pocycloid is an algebraic curve of the fourth degree. This can also be 
- 2 proved in the following way. The function (e 1, 1) is invariant. It fol-
lows from (2.6) and Lennna 2.5 that 
+ + 
= e2,2 - 2e3,0 
+ + 
2eo, 3 + 2e J , J 
Hence, by (3,3), (3.5) and (3.4) 
(3.13) 
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By putting e 1, 1(cr,T) = 0 the equation for Steiner's hypocycloid takes the 
.form 
(3.14) 2 2 2 3 2 (x +y +9) + 8(-x +3x y) - 108 = 0, 
Instead of x,y we shall often use the coordinates z = x + iy, 
z = x - iy on the region S. Let 
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(3.15) w(cr,,) = sin(½cr+½,) sin(a-½,) sin(-½cr+,), 
(3.16) µ(z,z) = -
Then w is positive on R, µ is positive on S, and by (3.11) and (3.13) we 
have 
(3. 17) µ(z,z) = - - 2 2 (e1, 1(cr,,)) = 64(w(cr,,)) • 
THEOREM 3.5. The polynomials p-½ are orthogonal on S with respect to the 
½ m,n ½ 
weight functionµ-. The polynomials Pm,n are orthogonal on S with re-
spect to the weight functionµ½. 
Proof. By (3.11) and (3.17) (µ(z,z))-½dx dy=const. do d,. It follows that 
and 
ff e:,n(cr,,) ~, 1(cr,,) do d, 
R 
II -½ -I -½ = const. Pm,n(z,z) Pk,l(z,z)(µ(z,z)) dx_dy 
s 
If em+l,n+l(cr,,) e;+l,l+l(cr,,) dad, 
R 
= const. If P!,n<z,z)pt,1<z,z)(e~,1(0,.)) 2 do d, 
R 
= const. ff P!,n (z;z)ptl (z,z) (µ (z,z)) ½ do d,. 
s 
The theorem is then proved by using Theorem 2.4. Q.e.d. 
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4. Orthogonal polynomials on the interior of Steiner's hypocycloid with re-
spect to a more general weight function 
If the weight functions (l-x2)-½ and (l-x2)½ for Chebyshev poly-
nomials are generalized to (1-x)a(l+x)S, - l < x < 1, then the corre-
sponding orthogonal polynomials are the Jacobi polynomials P(a,S)(x), for 
n 
which many properties of the Chebyshev polynomials can be generalized. In 
this section the polynomials p-½ (z,z) and p½ (z,z), intreduced in §3, 
m,n m,n 
will be generalized in a similar way by considering the weight function 
(~(z,z) )a on the region S. 
LEMMA 4. l. Let a. be a real number. Then 
ff (µ(z,z)) 0 dx dy < 00 if and only if a> - 5/6. 
s 
Pl'oof. It is an equivalent problem to find all real values of u for which 
ff cw(o,.)) 20+1do d. < oo 
R 
where w(o,T) is given by (3.15). This integral clearly converges if 
a~ - ½. If small neighbourhoods of the three vertices of Rare excluded 
from the region of integration then the integral converges if and only if 
a> - 1, due to the singularities on the edges of R. Next consider a small 
neighbourhood V of the vertex O of R. Introducing polar coordinates r,~ 
such that o = r cos~, T = r sin~, 
2a+l 
r ,i..· O. Hence, JJ(w(o,.)) do dT < 
V 
2a + l 6a+3 . 
we have (w(o,.)) = O(r ) if 
. f d 1 . f J0 6a+4 d s: 0 00 1 an on y 1 0 r r < 00 , u > , 
i.e., if and only if a> - 5/6. For the two other vertices of R the same 
inequality can be obtained. Q.e.d. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For real a> - 5/6 and for integers m,n ~ 0 the function 
pa (z,z) is a polynomial such that 
m,n 
(i) pa (z,z) = z~n + TI l(z,z), 
m,n m + n -
(ii) ff pa (z,z) q(z,z) (µ(z,z)) 0 dx dy = 0 m,n 
s 
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if q is a polynomial of degree less than m+n, 
The conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.2 uniquely detennine the 
(~ -1 l 
polynomial p~ . The polynomials p 2 and p 2 defined by (3.3) and (3.7) 
m,n m,n m,n 
satisfy thes1e conditions for a = - ½ and a = ½, respectively. 
It is clear from Definition 4.2 that 
(4. I) JI P:,n(z,z)p~,l(z,z)(µ(z,z))Ct dx dy = 0 
s 
if m+n ,f k+L The proof that (4.1) also holds if m+n = k+l, (m,n) r (k,l), 
will be postponed to §5 and §6. 
In the author's previous paper [6, (3.14)] certain orthogonal poly-
nomials in two variables u and v were defined by orthogonalization of the 
2 2 3 2 
sequence l,u,v,u ,uv,v ,v ,u v, .... The method of orthogonalization in 
Definition 4.2 is quite different. The so-called disk polynomials are a 
more elementary example of this method of orthogonalization. Let for 
a> - J and for m,n ~ 0 the polynomial oa (z,z) be defined by in,n 
qa (z,z) = 
,n,n 
n! ( ) 
---- P a,m-n (2zz-l)zm-n if m ~ n, (m+a+l) n 
n 
--~ro~'- p(a,n-m)(2zz-l)zn-m if m < n, (n+a+l) m 
m 
where p(a ' 13 \x) denotes a Jacobi polynomial. Then it can easily be proved 
n 
that 
(i) qet (z,z) = zmzn + TI 1(z,z), 1n,n m+n-
(ii) ff Ct ( • • ) Ct 4m, n x+1.y, x-1.y qk ,1. (x+iy, x-iy) 
2 2 
X +y < I 
2 2 a 
.(1-x -y) dx dy = 0 if (m,n) 1' (k,l). 
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These polynomials were discussed by Zernike und Brinkman [10], ~apiro [8], 
Koornwinder [5, pp. 18, 19], Boyd [2]. 
As a consequence of the obvious symmetries of the region Sand the 
weight function (µ(z,z))a there are the symmetry relations 
(4.2) pa (z,z) = pa (z,z) = pa (z,z) 
m,n n,m n,m 
(n-m.)2wi/3 a ( 2wi/3 -2wi/3-) 
= e p e z,e z 
m,n 
This is proved by verifying that the last three members of these equal-
ities all satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let pa (z,z) 
m,n 
, k 1 
= l ck, 1 z z . Then ck, 1 is real, and ck,_l = 0 
if k - 1 # m - n(mod 3). 
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(l 5. The polynomials Pm,n as.eigenfunctions of .a.second.order.differential 
. Da operator 1 
In this section an explicit second order partial differential oper-
ator Dal is introduced for which the polynomials pa are eigenfunctions. 
m,n 
First the case that a=±½ is obtained by transforming (2.15) in terms of 
the coordinates z,z. Next the operator D~ is constructed as a generaliza-
! -1 
tion of D12 and 
the appropriate 
n; such that it is a self-adjoint operator 
weight function. Finally it is proved that 
with respect to 
Da a 
1Pm,n 
= const. pa •This is done in a similar way as in [6, §4]. 
m,n 
Given a partial differential operator Din terms of o and Tit is a 
ted~ous job to express Din terms of z and z by a straightforward trans-
formation of variables. The recurrence relation (5.1) below can be very 
helpful in doing such calculations. 
LEMMA 5.1. For fixed a> - 5/6 let D = Ic (z,z)(a/az)m(a/az)n be a dif-
m,n 
(l (l ferential operatoT of order N such that Dp = A p , m,n ~ O. Then 
m,n m,n m,n 
the coefficients cm,n are uniquely determined by the eigenvalues Ak,l' 
k + 1::; N, and c (z,z) = const.zmzn + 1T 1(z,z). m,n m+n-
Proof. Substituting the explicit expression for Din the differential 
• D a equation p 
m,n 
= A pa and using that 
m,n m,n 
a ( -) m_n Pm,n z,z = z z + 1T + 1(z,z) we obtain the recurrence relation m n-
( 5. 1) m!n!c = A pa - l ck 1 
m,n m,n m,n k+l < m+n , 
azk az1 
The lemma follows by complete induction with respect tom+ n. Q.e.d. 
If Dis a differential operator and f is a function then let D O f be 
defined as an operator such that (D 0 f)(g) = D(fg) for each function g, 
whenever the differentiations can be performed. 
Let us define 
(5 .2) 
(5.3) 
I 
D~ 
] 
2 2 2 -Since (X1 + x2 + x3) e 1, 1 = 18 e 1, 1 by (2.15) and using that w = const. 
e 1, 1 we can rewrite formula (5.3) as 
(5.4) 
It follows from (2.15), (3.3), (5.2), (3.7) and (5.3) that 
(5.5) D-½ -½ 2 2 -½ 1 Pm,n = (m +n +mn) Pm,n' 
(5.6) D½ p½ = (m2+n2+mn+3m+3n) p½ • 1 m,n m,n 
-1 1 
The operators n12 and n; can be expressed in terms of z and z by 
using (5.5), (5.6) and (5.1). It already follows from (5~2) and (5.4) 
-1 ½ 
that n12 and n1 have the same second order part. Furthermore, since 
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dI3(D~½) = D~½ and dI3(nt) ~ n: by (2.13), (2.9), (5.2) and (5.3), both 
operators D~½ and n: remain invariant if z and z a~e interchanged. We ob-
tain that 
(5. 7) -½ cz2-3z) a2 a2 
2 C-2 3 ,a Dl = -+ (zz-9) -- + Z - ZJ-
az2 azaz az2 
a 
- a + z -+ z az , az 
(5.8) 1 2 a2 a2 2 a2 D2 = (z -3z) - + (zz-9) -- + (z -3z) -
l az 2 azaz az2 
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It follows from (5.7), (5.8), (5.2) and (5.4) that 
(5.9) 
Next we define as a generalization of (5.2) and (5.4) the operator 
(5.10) 
_6Jw-2a-J[(Xlow2a+l)XJ ( 2a+J) ( 2a+l) J = + x2ow x2 + x3ow x3 • 
This choice of D~ is motivated by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let a > - 5/6. Let f and g be invariant trigonometric polyno-
a a 
mials in o and,. Then the same holds for D1f and n1g and 
(5.]]) I I a - 2a+] JI a 2a+] . (D 1f) g w do d,= . f(D 1g)w do d, 
R R 
'Proof. The invariance of D~f follows by (2.13) and the fact that 
- 2 2 2 
w = const. e 1, 1• The functions (X 1+x2+x3)f and (X 1w)(X1f)+(X2w)(X2f) 
+ (X3w)(X3f) are clearly trigonometric polynomials. This last function, 
which we denote by F, is anti-invariant. Hence, by Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 
3.3 the function w- 1F is a trigonometric polynomial in o and,, and thus 
the same is true for D~f. Next we have to prove (5.11). By (2.11) and 
(5.10) we have Da =Daso we may prove as well that ] ] 
(5. 12) II D~f) g w2a+Jdod, = II f(D~g) w2a+J do d, 
R R 
where f and g are trigonometric polynomials in o and,. Both sides of 
(5.12) are well-defined and analytic in a if Re a> - 5/6. If a>~! then 
2a+l . 
w vanishes on aR and it follows by integration by parts and by appli-
cation of Gauss's theorem that 
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JJ(D~f) g w2a+ldo dT=i fJcx 1°w2a+l)X 1f 
R R 
By reversing the roles off and git is seen that this expression equals 
ff a 2a+l f(D 1 g) w do dT. So (5.12) is proved for a> - ½. The general case 
R 
follows by analytic continuation. Q.e.d. 
For particular values of a the operator D~ has an interpretation on 
certain symmetric spaces. First note that by (2.11) the operator D~ can be 
expressed in terms of sand t as 
(5.13) 4 Da 3 1 
-2a-l[(a 2a+l)a 
= w asow as+ 
where w(o,T) =sins sin(½s+½/jt) sin(½s-½l3t). 
Consider a compact Riemannian symmetric space of rank two for which the 
restricted root vectors have Dynkin diagram O - 0 and multiplicity 2a + 1. 
Then it follows from Harish-Chandra [3,p.270, Cor.1] that the operator 
-(4/3) D~ given by (5.13) denotes the radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on such a symmetric space. By Araki [1, pp. 32,33] the only 
possibilities are the spaces SU(3)/S0(3) (a=O), SU(6)/Sp(3) (a=3/2) and 
the exceptional space E IV (a=7/2). 
a Using (5.2), (5.7), (5.9) and (5.10) we find that n1 can be expressed 
in terms of z and z as 
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(5.14) 2 - a
2 a2 2 a2 Da = (z -3z)- + (zz-9 )-- + (z -3z)-
1 az2 azaz az2 
( 5) < a _a ) + 3 a+6 ~zaz . 
It follows from (5.14) that 
(5. 15) 
Since 2a+1d d W CJ T 
(5. 16) Ir a )-j(D1p q 
s 
2 2 m_n 
= (m +mn+n +3(a+½)(m+n))z z + n + 1(z,Z). m n-
= canst. a µ dx dy we conclude from Lemma 5.2 that 
a dx dy IJ Q a µ = p(D1q) µ dx dy 
s 
for arbitrary polynomials p(z,z) and q(z,z). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let a> - 5/6. Then 
(5.17) a a 2 2 a D1 Pm,n = (m +mn+n +3(a+½)(m+n))pm,n 
Proof. It follows from (5.15) that 
Let q(z,z) be a polynomial of degree less than m+n. Then the same holds 
for D~q and by (5.16) and Definition 4.2 we have 
a (Da) ad d = 0 Pm,n 1q µ x y • 
a a a Hence, by Definition 4.2, D1pm,n = canst. Pm,n' where the constant is 
given by (5.15). Q.e.d. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Formula (4.1) holds if m + n = k + 1 and (m,n) f (k,l) 
'f (n,m). 
Proof. Let Aa denote the eigenvalue in 
m,n 
A a = i (m+n)2 + 3 (a+½ )(m+n) + !(m-n) 2 , 
m,n 
(5.17). Then 
o,. a 
so_ Am, n 'f Ak, 1 under the given 
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conditions. The result follows by (5.16) and (5.17). Q.e.d. 
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a. 6. The polynomials Pm,n as eigenfunctions.of .a.third.order.differential 
operator D~ 
It is clear from (2.16) that there exist 
-· l -1 D 2 and n22 for which the polynomials p 2 and 2 m,n 
eigenfunctions. In this section a third order 
third order operators 
l 
p 2 , respectively, are 
m,n 
operator D~ will be con-
structed as a generalization of n;I and n1, such that D~ is self-adjoint 
. 2a.+ 1 
on R with respect to the weight function w • Then it will be proved 
that the polynomials pa. are eigenfunctions of Da.2 . m,n 
Let us define 
-1 ( 6. 1) D2 2 = x1x2x3, 
(6.2) l - -1 -D2 = (el,1) XlX2X3oel' 1 • 2 
-Since XX Xe = 0 by (2.16) and using that w = 1231,l const. e 1, 1 we can re-
write formula (6.2) as 
(6.3) 
It follows from (2.16), (2.3), (6.1), (3.7) and (6.2) that 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
-1 -½ D 2 p 
2 m,n 
-½ 
= (m-n)(2m+n)(m+2n) pm n' 
' 
½ 
= (m-n)(2m+n+3)(m+2n+3) Pm,n 
-1 l 
By comparing (6.1) and (6.3) it follows that D 2 and D2 have the 2 2 
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same third order part. By (2.13), (2.9), (6.1) and (6.2) we have 
dI3 (D~) = - D~ ,a=±½. In terms of z and z this means that the operator 
D~, a=±½, is transformed into -D~ if z and z are interchanged. Using 
these properties and formulas (6.4), (6.5), (5.1) we can express n;½ and 
D~ in terms of z and z as 
(6.6) -½ (2z3-9zz+27) a3 (3z2z-)8z2+27z) a3 D2 = --+ 
az3 az2az 
+ (-3zz2+18z2-27z) a3 + (-2z3+9zz-27) a3 
-2 
az3 azaz 
2 a2 2 a2 a 
+ (6z -18z) -2 + (-6z +)8z) - + 2z - - 2z !_ 
az az2 az az 
(6.7) 1 3 a3 2 2 a3 D2 = (2z -9zz+27) -- + (3z z-18z +27z) --
2 az3 az2az 
· 2 a 2 a2 · a a 
+ (15z -45z) - + (-15z +45z) -2 + 20z - - 20z - • 
az2 az az az 
A calculation shows that 
(6.8) 
This can be done in the following way. It is clear that the left hand side 
of (6.8) takes the form c(z,z)(a/az) - c(z,z)(a/az) for some function 
c(z,z). By using Lemma 2.5 it follows that 
- + - + - + (XIX2el,l)(X3el,O) + (X2X3el,l) (Xlel,O) + (X3Xlel,l)(X2el,O) = 9 e2,1· 
Hence c(z,z) = 9 e;, l / e~, l = 9 P Lo (z,z) = 9 z. 
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By comparing (6.1), (6.3), (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) we obtain that 
(6.9) -1 w [(X1w) x2x3 + (x2w) x3x1 + (X3w) X1X2] 
9 2 a
2 
9(-z2+3z) a2 a 9- a = (z -3z) - + --+ 9z - - z-
az2 az2 az az 
Consider the differential operator D 
where c is a Cm+n_function on R. Then the formal adjoint n* of Dis de-
m,n 
fined as the operator 
n* = I 
m,n 
".lm+n (-1 )m+n _o -- o c 
" m".I n m,n 
o<J oT 
(o,-r). 
By using that~= - ~and~=~ (k=l,2,3) it follows from (6.1) 
and (6.2) -½ * -½ ½ * 2 ½ -2 -½ that (D ) = D and (D) = w D O w . Generalizing n2 and 2 2 2 2 
n1 we try to find an operator D~ which takes the form 
(6. 10) 
for certain constant coefficients A and B and which satisfies 
(6.11) 
a a 
-2a-1 
0 w 
2 LEMMA 6.1. Formula (6.11) holds if A =a+½, B = (a+½) . If a I 0 
a. a. 
then A and B are uniquely determined by (6.10) and (6.11). 
a a 
Pl'oof. It follows from (6.10) that 
By a straightforward calculation this becomes 
(6.12) 
Here it 1.s used that X?2x3w = 0 and that 
This last identity holds since, using Lennna 2.5, we have 
(X1e~,l) (x2x3 e~,l) + (X2e~,l)(x3x 1e~,l) + (X3e~,l)(X1x2e~,l) 
+ + -1 -1 3 3 
= -54 (e -e ) = - 54(p 2 -p 2 ) = - 54(z -~) and 3,0 0,3 3,0 0,3 
- -I - - -
(el,l) (Xlel,l)(X2el,l)(X3el,l) 
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= -27(e~,l)-l(e~,l-e~, 4) = - 27(p!,o-Pt, 3)= - 27(z3-z3). 
The differential operators given by (6.10) and (6.12) must be equal. 
Comparing the second order parts we find that A =- a + ½, and next com-
a. 2 
paring the parts of zero order we obtain that B = (a.+!) if a. 'f O and 
a. 
B is arbitrary if a.= O. 
a 
Q.e.d. 
Because of the previous lemma we define D~ as the operator 
(6.13) 
Formulas (6.1) and (6.3) are special cases of (6.13). 
LEMMA 6. 2. L1~t a. > - 5/6. Let f and g be invariant trigonometric poly-
a a 
nomials in cr and T. Then the same holds for n2f and n2g, and 
(6.14) JI (D~f) g wza.+ldcr dT = ff f(D~g) wza+ldcr dT 
R R 
- a. a. 
PY'oof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2 it can be shown that n2f and n2g 
are invariant trigonometric polynomials in cr and T. Because of (6.11) we 
try to prove (6.14) by repeated integration by parts and by application 
of Gauss's theorem. Thus we obtain a string of equalities connecting both 
sides of (6.14) with each other. However, this only proves (6.14) if all 
surface integrals occurring in these equalities converge and if all line 
integrals occurring in the equalities vanish. It follows from (6.13) that 
Za.-2 Za-1 these integrals take the forms ff h w dcr ch-and ff h w (c 1dcr+c 2dT), 
R oR 
where h is some trigonometric polynomial in cr and T, and c 1 and c2 are 
constants. Thus the result is clear if a. > 2/3. The case that 
- 5/6 <a.~ 2:/3 can be proved as follows. By (2.11) and (6.13) we have 
Da. 
= -
Da so (6.14) is equivalent to 2 2 
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(6. is) ff (D~f)gw2a+ldcr d-r= .;.·Hf(D~g)w2a+ldcr dT, 
R R 
f,g trigonometric polynomials. Both sides of (6.15) are well-defined and 
analytic in a if Re a> - 5/6. Since (6.15) is already proved for a> 2/3, 
the general case of (6.15) follows by analytic continuation. Q.e.d. 
a Using (6.1), (6.6), (6.8), (6.9) and (6.13) we find that n2 can be 
expressed in terms of z and z as 
(6. 16) a 3 a3 2 2 a3 D2 = (2z -9zz+27) - + (3z z-18z +27z) 
az3 az 2az 
7 2 a2 2 a2 
+9(a+6)[(z -3z)-2 + (-z +3z)-J 
az az2 
It follows from (6.16) that · 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
D~(z~n) = (m-n)(2m+n+3a+3/2)(m+2n+3a+3/2) zm zn 
+ 1T + 1(z,z). m n-
. 2a+l a Since w dcr-d-r=const. µ dx dy we conclude from Lemma 6.2 that 
JJ<n~p) q µa dx.dy= Jfp(D~q) µa dx dy 
s s 
for arbitrary polynomials p(z,z) and q(z,z). By using (6.17), (6.18) and 
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Definition 4.2 -the following theorem is proved in the same way as Theorem 
5.3. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let a> - 5/6. Then 
(6.19) Oapa = 2 m,n (m-n)(2m+n+3a+3/2)(m+2n+3a+3/2) P:,n• 
COROLLARY 6.4. Formula (4.1) holds if (k,l) = (n,m) and m; n. 
Proof. Let Aa denote the eigenvalue in (6.19). Then Aa = - Aa , 
m,n m,n n,m 
and Aa ; 0 sine~ m; n and a> - 5/6. Hence Aa ; Aa • The result 
m,n m,n n,m 
follows by (6.18) and (6.19). Q.e.d. 
Thus it is finally proved that the orthogonality relations (4.1) 
hold whenever (m,n); (k,1). 
7. The algebra of differential.operators.generated.by.D~.and.D~ 
In this last section we consider the class, denoted by Aa, of all 
partial differential operators in z and i which admit the polynomials 
pa as eigenfunctions. The methods and results are similar to [6,§6]. 
m,n 
From now on it is supposed that the parameter a is a fixed real number 
larger than - 5/6. We shall write p , D1 , D2 , A instead of pa , Da1 , m,n m,n 
D~, Aa, respectively. 
Clearly, the class A is an algebra of operators and, by Lennna 5.1, 
this algebra is connnutative. The operators D1 and D2 are elements of A 
and they generate a subalgebra A0 of A which consists of all polynomials 
in D1 and D2 • It will be proved that A0 = A. 
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LEMMA 7.1. Let D = l c (z,z)(a/az)m(a/az)n be a differential operator of 
m,n 
order N, where the coefficients c are polynomials in z and z. In terms 
m,n 
, k 1 
of o and T let D = l bk,l(o,T)(a/ao) (a/h) , (o,T) e R. Then the func-
_tions bk,l have unique extensions to one-valued analytic functions, regu-
lar for all complex values of o and T except possibly on the lines 
w(o,T) = O. Furthermore, if the operator Dis extended in this way to the 
region {(o,T)lw(o,T) IO} then Dis invariant with respect to G. 
Proof. A calculation shows that 
a 
-= 
az 
( a(z,z)-) 1(az a az a) 
a(o,T) dT ao' - ao' "'a-r 
Hence the lennna is true for the operator a/az, and similarly for the oper-
ator a/az. The lennna clearly holds for the zero operators z and z. Then 
the general result follows innnediately. Q.e.d. 
In the remainder of this section o will denote an arbitrary par-
n 
tial differential operator in rJ and T of order :s; n. It follows from (5. 10), 
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( 6. 13) and ( :2. I 2) that 
(7. I) 
(7.2) 
LEMMA 7 . 2. LE~ t D E A and write 
(7.3) 
Then the coefficients ck are constants. 
Proof• Since DE A, D connnutes with D1 and D2 . Put ck= 0 if k < 0 or 
k > N. By (7.1) and (7.3) the vanishing of the terms of order N + I in the 
operator DD 1 - D1D implies that (2X1+x2)ck-I+ (X1+2X2)ck = O. 
Similarly, by (7.2) and (7.3) the vanishing of the terms of order N + 2 in 
the operator DD 2 - D2D implies that x 1ck + 2 (X 1+x2)ck-I + x2ck_2 = O. 
Adding and subtracting these two recurrence relations we obtain that 
x 1(ck+ck_l-2ck_2) = 0, x2(2ck~ck_l-ck_2) = O. Since c_ 1 = c_2 = 0, it 
follows by complete induction with respect to k that x1 ck = 0 and 
x2ck = 0. Hence ck is constant. Q.e.d. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let DE A. Then D can be expressed in one and only one way as 
a polynomial in the operators D1 and D2 . 
Proof. Suppose that there exist elements of A which can not be expressed as 
polynomials in D1 and D2 and let D be such an operator of minimal order N. 
Then by Lennna 7.2 D = Q(X 1,x2) + oN-I' where Q is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree N. By Lennna 5.1 and Lennna 7.1 Dis invariant with respect to G. 
Hence the operator Q(X1,x2) is invariant, so it follows from Lemma 2.7 and 
formulas (7.1), (7.2) that D = P(D 1,D2) + oN-I for some polynomial P. 
Hence D - P(D 1,D2) EA. Then, by hypothesis, D - P(D 1,D2) is a polynomial in 
D1 and D2, so Dis a polynomial in D1 and D2. This is a contradiction. 
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Next we turn to the uniqueness part of the theorem. Suppose that there ex-
ists a non-zero polynomial Pin two variables such that P(D 1,D2) is the 
zero operator. The polynomial P(x,y) can be expressed as a sum of terms 
(3x)k/Z-l(-y) 1 , where k/2 and 1 are integers and k/2 ~ 1 ~ 0. Among 
ck,l 
the pairs of integers 
(m,n) with respect to 
is the coefficient of 
(k,l) such that ck,l r O there is a maximal element 
lexicographic ordering. Then by (7.1) and (7.2) c 
m,n 
x1;1x~ in the operator P(D 1,D2). Hence cm,n = O. 
This is a contradiction. Q.e.d. 
It follows from Theorem 7.3 that the operators D1 and D2 are alge-
braically independent, i.e., if Pis a polynomial in two variables and if 
P(D 1,D2) is the zero operator then Pis the zero polynomial. 
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